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PCANC’s work is grounded in implementation science, which emerged out of a body of research compiled by the National Implementation Research Network (NIRN).

IMPLEMENTATION SUPPORT NETWORK

- PCANC partners with 34 community-based agencies across NC that are implementing Circle of Parents groups
- Agencies secure their funding (DSS & Smart Start are primary funders)
- Memorandum of Agreement: $600/year
- Implementation Guidelines recommend prevention approach and best practices
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WHAT’S OFFERED

• Training
• Monthly coaching phone calls
• Site visits
• Peer learning opportunities
• Skill-building sessions
• Evaluation support
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PROTECTIVE FACTORS SURVEY

2016 evaluation showed a boost in protective factors, most notably:

- Social Emotional Support
- Concrete Support
- Family Functioning/Resiliency
- Nurturing and Attachment
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CONTACT INFORMATION

Stephanie Pavlis
Director of Implementation Support
spavlis@preventchildabusenc.org
919-256-6603